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CASPANI TINO
100% MADE IN ITALY

QUALITY IS A LIFESTYLE
www.caspanitino.it

THE COMPANY
Our company was founded some decades
ago by Mr. Caspani who, after several
and important experiences in furniture
field, wanted to dedicate his
knowledge to classic style, enriching
them with personal interpretations
suggested by market trends.
From the beginning our company has
created collections for the whole house
offering to the client the opportunity to
furnish every room and choose among a
very wide range of items.
Our products are strictly manufactured
in Brianza area, Luxury furniture district,
20 km far from Milan, the heart of Made in
Italy, where the furniture culture finds its
roots and is handed down from generations.
Our key feature can be found in production:
we are the only one to have created different
manufacturing centres, each of which specialized
in a particular type of items: classic sofas, style
sofas, bedrooms, dining rooms, wardrobes…
This diversification allows us to rationalize work and
therefore costs, to exploit the synergies among different
production centres, and to offer the opportunity to our
customers to create a completely custom furniture.
Creativity, innovation, diligence and passion are always the ingredients of our
work and of our success.

Caspani Tino
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WEB STRATEGY
& ADVERTISING
INSTITUTIONAL
WEBSITE

WEBSITES OPTIMIZED FOR
SMARTPHONES AND TABLETS

THE THRONE APP
FOR IPHONE & IPAD
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WORLDWIDE EXHIBITION

MOSCOW CROCUS EXPO
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MILAN INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION

INDEX DUBAI
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Commercial Areas
We deal in all traditional business areas in Italy and Europe, and also in new luxury markets that area now in great
expansion, such as Middle East, Russia and China.
Some of our collections are addressed to a special area but most of them can be distributed in all markets.
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Projects
VILLA IN UAE
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Projects
ROYAL PALACE IN ABU DHABI

NADEZHDA KADISHEVA APARTMENT IN MOSCOW
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PROJECTS IN THE WORLD
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PROJECTS IN THE WORLD
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AUTHENTICITY CERTIFICATE
Our collections are the essence of a lifestyle, of an emotion, of a colour, of a trip, of a dream.
Challenging time and trends, they will bring to Your houses an unchangeable touch of art, originality, history and
fashion.
It is an attention turned to our customer, who remains in the centre of our company philosophy.
Our products are strictly manufactured in Brianza region, the heart of Made in Italy, where the furniture culture
finds its roots and is handed down from generations.
To better guarantee our customers, the griffe Caspani Tino - 100% Made in Italy is affixed on each item, thus
protecting our collections from counterfeiters’ imitation attempts and giving You the warranty of an authentic and
original brand product.
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100%
MADE IN ITALY

To better guarantee our customers,
the griffe Caspani Tino - 100% Made in Italy
is affixed on each item, thus protecting our collections
from counterfeiters’ imitation attempts
and giving You the warranty of an authentic and original brand product.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
Our company strategy has the aim to furnish the whole house, manufacturing:
Sitting Rooms
Conversations
Dining Rooms
Offices
Bedrooms
Wardrobes
Accessories
Our key feature can be found in production: we are the only one to have created different manufacturing centres,
each of which specialized in a particular type of items: in classic sofas, in the style ones, in bedrooms…
This division allows us to rationalize work and therefore costs.

SITTING ROOMS
It is possible to classify our sitting rooms in two categories:
- Style sitting rooms
- Classic and new classic sitting rooms
Style sitting rooms are manufactured according to trends of baroque, English style and Louis XIV/XV style: the main
feature of this kind of sofas is a rich wood structure carved by hand, then lacquered by specialized craftsman as per
the original tradition in beige with antique gold leaf or following new trends.
Upholstering: seat cushions are upholstered with feather while back cushions are usually in foam. It is necessary to
tidy seat cushions after seating.
Generally it is not possible to change sizes of these sofas, since it would mean to change the whole structure altering
in this way the aspect of it and at the same time it would arise the final price.

On the other hand, classic sitting rooms are mostly upholstered, with few visible wooden parts carved by hand,
following the design of our project managers.
Upholstering: seat and back cushions are padded with foam or with mixed foam and feather, covered by dacron and
lining.
It is possible to change sizes without any problem, since the structures allow to be modified according to Your needs.
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SOFAS WITH BED

CAPITONE’

Moreover, in some models it is possible to put wooden spring or electrowelded spring, making in this way a sofa-bed.
The size of wooden spring and mattress changes in accordance with the sofa (from cm 82x190 to cm 160x190).
Important requisite to put the spring is that there should be a fringe or a very low feet which covers the wooden
spring inside the sofa.

One more feature of our production is the frequent use of real capitoné working in different sizes, as shown below:

SOFAS WITH REMOVABLE BACK STRUCTURE
Then, we have designed “removable back structure”: in fact it may happen that, especially in restored houses, our
big sofas do not pass through doors or windows, so we have studied a solution which lets.
You assemble on place the back structure with the seat after having installed the goods in the room.
This kind of mechanism should be agreed when sending the enquiry, since it is not possible to change it after
production.

CORNER SOFAS
Another proposal for both classic and style sitting rooms is “Sectional and Corner Sofas”.
It is possible to manufacture some of our models as per following sketches:

SOLUTION A
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SOLUTION B

We also summarize here-follows the materials we use in our production and we show different steps of production
process:
- frame in poplar wood and carved parts in beech wood and lime wood
- strong elastic bands
- polyurethan foam padding + layer of dacron
- seat cushions in foam covered by a layer of dacron or mixed feather & dacron
- fix back structure with foam in different density + dacron
- back cushions in foam & dacron
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CLASSIC SOFA - STRUCTURE OF SEAT CUSHIONS

DINING ROOMS
Our dining rooms are generally composed of the following elements:
Dining Table - Chairs and Armchairs - Sideboard - Vitrine - TV Cabinet and other items matching to above
mentioned articles.
The main feature of our dining rooms is represented by tables, which can be manufactured in different shapes
(square, round, oval and rectangular in standard sizes cm diam. 100 or 130, cm 160/180x100) but also on size and
sectional, as per our customers’ requests, for example for big dining rooms of villas or for conference rooms.

STYLE SOFA - STRUCTURE OF SEAT CUSHIONS

All central and side tables are manufactured in beech wood with wooden or marble top.
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Tables’ bases are manufactured in beechwood while tables’ tops are in multilayer or honeycomb.
Honeycomb is made of two sheets plywood glued together on a wooden perimeter frame, in order to obtain a blank
panel inside. To increase the resistance in the empty central part You add a honeycomb panel.
Since it is very light it is used for wardrobe doors which would be too heavy if made of multilayer.
In fact advantages of the honeycomb are: lightness, rigidity and strength.

BEDROOMS & WARDROBES
As for the sitting rooms our bedrooms too can be divided into different categories, depending on whether the
headboard is all in wood, all upholstered or wooden frame and upholstery.
The shapes of our headboards vary from one model to another in order to meet all the requirements of our customers.
In fact among our collections You can find headboards: baroque style, rounded or square shaped, with capitoné or
without.
It is possible to manufacture all items of bedrooms on size as per customers’ needs and the price can vary according
to the changes we should make.
Our standard sizes are:
- for beds: wooden spring cm 195x195 or 180x200, as indicated on catalogue and price list, but for some models we
can also produce single beds with standard wooden springs cm 110x195, cm 115x195 or cm 100x200
- for wardrobes we have two standard heights: cm 227 and cm 255, but we can manufacture them on size as per
customer’s request, both in height and length
We sum up here-follows the materials we use for our bedrooms:
- headboards in lime wood or poplar wood, then padded with foam and upholstered with fabric or leather
- side elements of the bed in multilayer + massive wood
- night tables, chest of drawers and dressing tables:
- in beech wood (such as mod. Summertime) or
- multilayer + side elements in honeycomb or multilayer + feet in lime wood + decorations in pressed wood
- armchairs and benches in lime wood
- wardrobes’ structure in honeycomb or multilayer, base in beech wood, shelves in back elements in multilayer

Vitrines and sideboards have the doors’ structure made in beech wood while top, base and structure is in honeycomb
or multilayer.
Chairs and armchairs are made in beech wood.

Multilayer
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Multilayer to lacquer with multilayer covering
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CARVED WOOD
Wooden decorations are made of carved wood made of beech, mahogany or lime wood, according to the model in
which it should be used.

In this catalogue all fabrics are divided per type (fabrics as photo, silk, velvet, cotton and made in different
compositions) and per colour: on each fabric we have indicated code and category.
You will find categories’ prices at the beginning of our price list, where we have also included an explanation of how
to calculate prices of our items in a different category.
We also use customers’ fabrics: that is we manufacture the sofa and then our customer sends us necessary fabric
to upholster it.

TRIMMINGS & ACCESSORIES
FABRICS
It is a topic we deal with in a professional way: we use fabrics of the most important and famous Italian and European
textile companies, such as Jab, Rubelli, Zimmerrohde and we have at our disposal more than 2000 fabrics’ articles,
a selection of which we have collected in a digital catalogue, which is sent to all our customers as a sale’s tool and
support.
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In order to further enrich our pieces of furniture we always use precious and decorative trimmings: cords, fringes,
brushes and ribbons always matching to fabrics and finishings chosen.
In this way every item is more and more personalized thus becoming unique for every customer.
Apart from trimmings, we have always been inspired from fashion trends too and we use fashion accessories adapting
them to our furniture: bright strass buttons, precious handles with crystals, elegant jewels adorning our carvings,
smart embroideries and romantic laces giving a touch of art to our furniture.
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CASPANI TINO
100% MADE IN ITALY

CASPANI TINO GROUP - Via XX Settembre, 54 - 22066 Mariano C.se (Co) Italy
Tel. +39.031.3550228 - Fax. +39.031.751340 - Mobile +39.335.6036505
www.caspanitino.it - E-mail: info@caspanitino.it

